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NEW FICTION             

 
Allain, Suzanne         Aug. 2020 
MR. MALCOLM’S LIST: A Novel       Romantic Comedy 
 
The Honourable Mr. Jeremy Malcolm is searching for a wife, but not just any wife. As the target of matchmaking 
mothers and desperate debutantes, he’s determined to avoid the fortune hunters and find a near-perfect woman, 
one who will meet the qualifications on his well-crafted list. But after years of searching, he’s beginning to despair 
of ever finding this paragon. That is, until Selina Dalton arrives in town. Selina, a vicar’s daughter of limited means 
and a stranger to high society, is thrilled when her friend Julia Thistlewaite invites her to London—until she learns 
it’s all part of a plot to exact revenge on Mr. Malcolm. Selina is reluctant to participate in Julia’s scheme, especially 
after meeting the irresistible Mr. Malcolm, who appears very different from the arrogant scoundrel of Julia’s 
description. But when Mr. Malcolm begins judging Selina against his unattainable standards, Selina decides that 
she has some qualifications of her own. And if he is to meet them, he must reveal the real man behind Mr. 
Malcolm’s List. Suzanne Allain is a screenwriter and novelist. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Janklow & Nesbit 
 
 

Barry, Max       March 2020 
PROVIDENCE: A Novel      Science Fiction 
 
“An astonishing novel! Providence is Philip K. Dick and William Gibson fueled by pure 
adrenaline (with a bit of Spielberg and Ridley Scott thrown in). The brilliant, unstoppable 
imagination of Max Barry glows on every page of this action-filled, yet emotionally resonant, 
tale. It will keep you riveted from first page till last. I read in one sitting and I guarantee you’ll 
do the same.” –Jeffery Deaver 
 

Gilly, Talia, Anders, and Jackson are astronauts captaining a new and ostensibly indestructible ship in humanity’s 
war against an alien race. Confined to the ship for years, each of them holding their own secrets, they are about to 
learn there are threats beyond the reach of human ingenuity—and that the true nature of reality might be the 
universe’s greatest mystery. In this near future, our world is at war with another, and humanity is haunted by its 
one catastrophic loss—a nightmarish engagement that left a handful of survivors drifting home through space, 
wracked with PTSD. Public support for the war plummeted, and the military-industrial complex set its sights on a 
new goal: zero-casualty warfare, made possible by gleaming new ships called Providences, powered by AI. But 
when the latest-launched Providence suffers a surprising attack and contact with home is severed, Gilly, Talia, 
Anders, and Jackson must confront the truth of the war they’re fighting, the ship that brought them there, and the 
cosmos beyond. Max Barry is the bestselling author of Jennifer Government, Lexicon, and others. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Mark Tavani) 
Agent: Janklow & Nesbit 
UK: Hodder & Stoughton; German: Heyne 
 
  

http://www.suzanneallain.com/
https://maxbarry.com/
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Bell, David         June 2020 
THE REQUEST: A Novel        Thriller 
 
“David Bell writes taut, intelligent, and intense suspense that is deeply human.” –Mark Greaney, New York 
Times bestselling author 
 
Ryan Francis has it all—great job, wonderful wife, beautiful child. That is, until an old friend, Blake Norton, asks 
Ryan to help keep his affair a secret by retrieving an incriminating item from the woman’s home. Ryan refuses to 
help, but when Blake threatens to reveal his deepest and darkest secret, Ryan has no choice. When he arrives at 
the woman’s house, Ryan is shocked to learn two things: He knows the woman Blake is having an affair with, and 
she is dead on her bedroom floor. With the sound of police sirens rapidly approaching, Ryan flees, wondering why 
his old friend was setting him up for murder. Determined to keep his life intact and to clear his name, Ryan can’t 
rest until he finds out who the real murderer is—but solving the crime may lead him closer to home than he ever 
could have imagined. David Bell is the bestselling author of Layover and Somebody’s Daughter, among others. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Danielle Perez) 
Agent: Massie & McQuilkin 
 

 
Christopher, Andie J.      April 2020 
NOT THAT KIND OF GUY: A Novel    Romantic Comedy 
 
“Smart, emotional, and jam-packed with goodness.” –Kylie Scott, New York Times-bestselling 
author, on Not the Girl You Marry 
 
Attorney Bridget Nolan is successful in all aspects of her life—except romance. After breaking 
up with her longtime boyfriend, she’s been slow to reenter the dating scene. To be honest, she 
has more important things to do, like putting bad guys behind bars. But with her brother’s 

wedding right around the corner, she suddenly needs a date, and fast. Lucky for Bridget, the legal intern is almost 
done with his program. Matt Kido is dumbstruck by Bridget—total love at first sight—but there’s one problem. 
She’s totally off-limits while she’s his boss. But the moment he no longer reports to her, Matt asks her on a date. 
An impulsive decision takes them to Las Vegas where, as the saying goes, what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas—
unless you put a ring on it. Andie J. Christopher is the bestselling author of Not the Girl You Marry. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Jove (editor Kristine Swartz) 
Agent: Handspun Literary Agency 
 
 
Dell’Antonia, K.J.         June 2020 
THE CHICKEN SISTERS: A Novel       Reading Group 
 
Debut novel! In the tiny town of Merinac, Chicken Mimi’s and Chicken Frannie’s have spent a century vying to be 
the restaurant that serves the best fried chicken in Kansas—and the legendary bad blood between their respective 
owners, the Moores and the Pogociellos, has lasted just as long. But there’s one person in Merinac who can’t pick 
a side. Tired of being caught in the middle, Amanda sends out an SOS to Food Wars, the sizzling hot reality show 
that promises $100,000 to the winner of their famous Restaurant Wars competition. But she could never have 
predicted that the TV crew’s arrival would launch both families out of the frying pan and directly into the fire. K.J. 
Dell’Antonia is the former editor of MotherLode and a current contributor to New York Times, as well as the author 
of How to Be a Happier Parent. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Margo Lipschultz) 
Agent: DeFiore & Co. 
 
  

https://davidbellnovels.com/
https://www.andiejchristopher.com/
https://kjdellantonia.com/
https://kjdellantonia.com/
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Downing, Samantha        June 2020 
HE STARTED IT: A Novel        Thriller 
 
“Sibling rivalry reaches new and downright despicable heights…. Creepy, unnerving and deliciously evil, Samantha 
Downing is one of the boldest authors I know. A must read!” –Hannah Mary McKinnon, bestselling author of Her 
Secret Son and The Neighbors 
 
Beth, Portia, and Eddie Morgan haven’t all been together in years, and for very good reasons. But when their 
wealthy grandfather dies and leaves a cryptic final message in his wake, the siblings and their partners must come 
together for a cross-country road trip to fulfill his final wish and—more importantly—secure their inheritance. But 
time with your family can be tough. It’s even harder when you’re all keeping secrets and trying to forget a 
memory—a missing person, an act of revenge, the man in the black truck who won’t stop following your car—and 
especially when at least one of you is a killer and there’s a body in the trunk. But money is a powerful motivator. It 
is for everyone. Samantha Downing is the bestselling author of My Lovely Wife. 
 
Translation: Berkley (editor Jen Monroe) 
Agent: Irene Goodman Literary Agency 
UK: Michael Joseph; German: Goldmann; Hungarian: Agave 
 

 
Farmer, Jordan       May 2020 
THE POISON FLOOD: A Novel     Thriller 
 
“In his narrator, Hollis Bragg, Jordan Farmer has created a compelling character whose personal 
story and damaged body become emblematic of a whole region devastated by environmental 
destruction. The Poison Flood is a timely and important novel.” —Ron Rash, New York Times-
bestselling author of Serena 
 
Set in the rural West Virginia of J.D. Vance, The Poison Flood follows Hollis Bragg, a disfigured 

musician who earns his living ghostwriting songs for a popular band that left the poverty and corruption of 
Appalachia and never looked back. After a run-in with the son of a local chemical company magnate, fate sets in 
motion a series of calamities—including a home invasion gone wrong and a toxic spill from the local chemical 
plant—that threaten not only Hollis’ anonymity, but the lives of everyone in his small town. Jordan Farmer is the 
author of The Pallbearer. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: Curtis Brown 
 
  

https://www.samanthadowning.com/
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Fields, Jennie         Sept. 2020 
ATOMIC LOVE: A Novel        Reading Group 
 
“Atomic Love is a novel of science, love, espionage, beautiful writing, and a heroine who carves a strong path in the 
world of men. As far as I’m concerned there is nothing left to want.” –Ann Patchett, New York Times-bestselling 
author of Bel Canto and Commonwealth 
 
Chicago,1950. Rosalind Porter has always defied expectations—in her work as a physicist on the Manhattan 
Project to design the atomic bomb, and in her passionate love affair with coworker Thomas Wheeler. Five years 
after the end of both, her guilt over the results of her work and her heartbreak over Wheeler are intertwined. She 
has almost succeeded in resigning herself to a more conventional life. Then Wheeler gets back in touch—and so 
does the FBI. Agent Charlie Szydlo wants Roz to spy on Wheeler, whom the FBI suspects of selling nuclear secrets 
to Russia. Despite her better instincts, Roz still loves Wheeler and is not sure she can trust Charlie. And Charlie, 
whose time as a prisoner of war in a Japanese camp haunts him, is not sure he can trust himself, especially around 
Roz. His interest in her has become more than professional. As it turns out, he’s not the only spy interested in Roz, 
but the Russians definitely don’t have her best interests in mind. Jennie Fields is the author of The Age of Desire 
and others. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Tara Singh Carlson) 
Agent: Einstein Literary Management 
UK: Michael Joseph; German: Penguin Verlag; Hungarian: General; Italian: Sperling & Kupfer; Romanian: RAO; 
Spanish: Espasa 
 
 

Fox, Phoebe       Aug. 2020 
A LITTLE BIT OF GRACE: A Novel     Reading Group 
 
“Brilliantly written… this is a warm, witty, light and hugely enjoyable read.” –Bookaholic 
Confessions, on the Breakup Doctor series 
 
Family is everything. Grace McAdams’ mom must have said it to her a thousand times before 
she died. Before Grace’s dad ran off with an aspiring actress half his age. Before only-child 
Grace found out she was unable to have children of her own. Before Brian—her childhood best 

friend, business partner, and finally her husband—dropped a bombshell on her in the form of her stunning new 
replacement. Which means Grace now has nothing. That is, until a letter from a woman claiming to be a relative 
Grace never knew she had sends her on a journey from the childhood home she had to move back into, to a 
Florida island to meet a total stranger who embraces her as family. There, Grace starts to uncover answers about 
the eccentric woman her family never mentioned, an octogenarian who is the keeper of a secret held for more 
than fifty years. Phoebe Fox is the author of the Breakup Doctor series. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent: Handspun Literary Agency 
 
 
  

http://www.jenniefields.com/
http://phoebefoxauthor.com/
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Frank, Alli, and Asha Youmans     May 2020 
TINY IMPERFECTIONS: A Novel     Romantic Comedy 
 
“Tiny Imperfections is a funny, heart-warming take on finding love in a most unexpected place.” 
–Anissa Gray, author of The Care and Feeding of Ravenously Hungry Girls 
 
Debut novel! Josie Bordelon’s modeling career as the “it” beauty of the 1990s ends as quickly 
as it begins. Broke, with a toddler, Etta, hanging from her hip, Josie returns home to San 
Francisco to live with her Aunt Viv and work at her alma mater, Fairchild County Day School. 

Along with Josie’s job in admissions, a spot in the kindergarten class is secured for Etta. Now the Director of 
Admissions at Fairchild during Etta’s senior year, Josie’s power struggle with the Head of School is nothing 
compared to the tensions brewing at home over Etta’s future. Josie has spent thirteen years readying Etta to be 
“prepared on paper.” Why is Etta not following her across the finishing line now? Etta’s frustrated from having to 
carry the baggage of her mother’s failed modeling career. Josie’s determined to force Etta down the path she 
thinks is best. Aunt Viv is having none of it. As the admissions cycle winds down for schools and universities across 
the nation, is the possibility of losing Etta worth Josie doing what she has to do to secure her daughter a safe and 
successful future? Alli Frank and Asha Youmans are both teachers. This is their first book. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Tara Singh Carlson) 
Agent: Liza Royce Agency 
Chinese (sc): CITIC 
 
 
Frederick, Jen         July 2020 
HEART AND SEOUL: A Novel       Reading Group 
 
“Kudos to Jen Frederick for writing another winner.” –Book Binge 
 
A Korean adoptee living in the middle of Indiana, Hara Wilson has never felt a true sense of belonging—until a data 
breach from a DNA matching service reveals the name of her biological father. As much as she loves her adoptive 
parents, this is finally a chance to discover her roots and know more about where she came from, so she does the 
only logical thing: book a one-way ticket to South Korea. When Hara arrives, she realizes she’s in way over her 
head. Straight from a Korean drama, an attractive man comes to her rescue with an offer to show her around 
when he finds out it’s her first time there. When she gets a lead on her birth mother, Hara’s quest to learn about 
her biological family turns into a whirlwind of heartbreak, confusion, and disappointment. Hara soon finds that the 
identity she has been so desperately searching for could be the very thing to destroy all she has ever known. Jen 
Frederick is the author of several novels and also writes under the pseudonym Erin Watt. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent: Axelrod Agency 
German: Goldmann 
 
  

https://alliandasha.com/
https://jenfrederick.com/
https://jenfrederick.com/
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Grushin, Olga         Fall 2020 
THE CHARMED WIFE: A Novel       Reading Group 
 
“A writer of tremendous talent.” –New York Times Book Review 
 
Thirteen years after she marries her prince charming, Cinderella realizes that her life hasn’t had the fairy tale 
ending that she was expecting. Feeling stifled and distraught, she seeks help from a witch to remove the source of 
her troubles—her husband—only to find herself on the precipice of a new life altogether. Intertwining time and 
place, fantasy and reality, to conjure a world unlike any other, The Charmed Wife is a striking look at everything we 
think we know about love, marriage, and the very nature of storytelling. Olga Grushin is the acclaimed author of 
Forty Rooms, The Line, and The Dream Life of Sukhanov. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Gaby Mongelli) 
Agent: John Hawkins & Associates 
 
 

Harrison, Rachel      March 2020 
THE RETURN: A Novel      Thriller 
 
“By turns scary and funny, horrifying and real, The Return is impossible to put down. It takes an 
honest, scathing look at female friendship while at the same time pulling the reader into a 
perfect nightmare of a story.” –Simone St. James, bestselling author of The Sun Down Motel 
 
Debut novel! Julie is missing, probably dead. That’s what everyone thinks—everyone 
except her friend Elise. Elise feels in her bones that Julie is still out there, even if their 

other two close friends from college, Molly and Mae, think she’s crazy. When Julie reappears after two 
years with no memory of where she’s been, the foursome decides to reunite at the Red Honey Inn. The 
hotel offers a charming backdrop for their reunion, but the joy of Julie’s return quickly dims. There are the 
obvious changes, from her gaunt frame, to her chipped and rotting teeth, to her appetite for meat after a 
lifelong aversion. When bad weather traps them inside, the dynamic among the friends becomes laced 
with anxiety. When it becomes impossible to deny that the Julie who vanished two years ago is not the 
same Julie who returned, Elise will have to decide if she wants to save their friendship or save herself. The 
Return employs horror to create a resonant depiction of women’s friendships and the anxieties that can 
fester as those relationships grow and change over time. This is Rachel Harrison’s first novel. 
 
Translation: Berkley (editor Jessica Wade) 
Agent: Friedrich Agency 
UK: Hodder & Stoughton 
 

 
Ho, Lauren       June 2020 
LAST TANG STANDING: A Novel     Romantic Comedy 
 
Debut novel! Andrea Tang seems to have it all: an enviable job as a high-profile lawyer at one 
of Singapore’s most esteemed firms, a swanky apartment, and the best friends a woman could 
ask for. According to her mother and her Auntie Wei Wei, Tang family matriarch and holder of 
the purse strings to a sizeable fortune, that leaves just one thing missing: a husband. After all, 
at 33, she’s not getting any younger. When Andrea discovers that even Auntie Wei Wei’s 
notoriously unattached daughter has gotten engaged, she realizes she’s become what she fears 

the most: the last Tang standing, lone singleton in a sea of married Tangs. Lauren Ho is a philanthropy manager 
with Doctors Without Borders in Singapore. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Margo Lipschultz) 
Agent: Janklow & Nesbit 

http://www.olgagrushin.com/
https://hellolaurenho.com/
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Hogle, Sarah       April 2020 
YOU DESERVE EACH OTHER: A Novel    Romantic Comedy 
 
“This book is the perfect dose of sweet, hilarious JOY. It’s masterful comedy + tenderness, 
unique voice + rich characters.” —New York Times bestselling author Christina Lauren 
 
Debut novel! Naomi Westfield has an Instagram-perfect life. She works at the charmingly 
dilapidated Junk Yard, a mom-and-pop haven for eclectic finds, and has transformed herself 
into the perfect future Mrs. Rose for her loving fiancé, Nicholas, who holds doors open for her 

and remembers her restaurant orders. They’re preparing for their lavish wedding that’s three months away—and 
are miserably and utterly sick of each other. Tired of contorting herself to fit the ridiculous standards demanded by 
Nicholas’ ridiculous family, Naomi wants out. But there’s a catch: Whoever leaves first will have to foot the 
enormous bill for the wedding. When she finds out that Nicholas, too, has been feigning contentment, the two go 
head-to-head in a battle of wills to see who can annoy the other into surrendering, through pranks, sabotage, and 
all-out emotional warfare. Now that they have nothing to lose, they’re finally being themselves. They’re having so 
much fun getting on each other’s nerves that it starts to feel like something else entirely. As Naomi discovers 
hidden feelings for Nicholas buried under three years of simmering resentment, she wonders if he feels the same 
way. Suddenly, the countdown to the wedding feels more like a race to mutual destruction—and Naomi doesn’t 
want to be left alone at the finish line. This is Sarah Hogle’s first novel. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Margo Lipschultz) 
Agent: Chalberg & Sussman 
UK: Piatkus; German: Blanvalet; Portuguese (P): ASA; Spanish: Planeta 
 

 
Joy, David       Aug. 2020 
WHEN THESE MOUNTAINS BURN: A Novel   Thriller 
 
“Unflinching…. Joy writes about rough-hewn men and women eking out a living in an 
economically depressed area, trying to avoid—but often affected by—violence and drugs that 
permeate the region. Their lives are tied to the land, its history and their families who 
established lives there decades ago.” –Associated Press 
 
When his addict son gets in deep with his dealer, it takes everything Raymond Mathis has to 

bail him out of trouble one last time. At the end of his rope, Ray wonders how society has become so broken that 
even the forces of law and order cannot help. With no hope for justice coming from the outside, Ray decides to 
take matters into his own hands. After a workplace accident left him out of a job and in pain, Denny Rattler has 
spent years chasing his next high. He supports his habit through careful theft, following strict rules that keep him 
under the radar and out of jail. But when faced with opportunities too easy to resist, Denny makes two choices 
that will come back to haunt him. When chance brings together these two men from opposite sides of a relentless 
epidemic, each may come to find that his opportunity for redemption lies with the other. David Joy is the author of 
The Line That Held Us, The Weight of This World, and Where All Light Tends to Go. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: Dunow, Carlson & Lerner 
French: Sonatine 
 
  

https://twitter.com/witchofthewords
https://www.david-joy.com/
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Kantra, Virginia      Dec. 2019 
MEG AND JO: A Novel      Reading Group 
 
“I don’t know of another author who could do justice to Little Women. In a warm, realistic, and 
humorous voice, Virginia Kantra knocks it out of the park with Meg & Jo in this rich retelling of 
the beloved classic.” –New York Times-bestselling author Kristan Higgins 
 
The March sisters—reliable Meg, independent Jo, stylish Amy, and shy Beth—have grown up to 
pursue their separate dreams. When Jo followed her ambitions to New York, she never thought 

her career in journalism would come crashing down, leaving her struggling to stay afloat in a gig economy as a prep 
cook and secret food blogger. Meg appears to have the life she always planned: the handsome husband, the 
adorable toddlers, the house in a charming subdivision. But sometimes getting everything you’ve ever wanted isn’t 
all it’s cracked up to be. When their mother’s illness forces the sisters home to North Carolina for the holidays, 
they’ll rediscover what really matters. One thing’s for sure—they’ll need the strength of family and the power of 
sisterhood to remake their lives and reimagine their dreams. The timeless classic Little Women inspired this 
heartwarming modern tale. Virginia Kantra is the bestselling author of the Dare Island series and others. She is at 
work on a sequel, Beth and Amy. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent: Writers House 
 
 

Katsu, Alma       March 2020 
THE DEEP: A Novel      Thriller 
 
“Alma Katsu is a fantastic writer with a unique ability to blur the lines of history, horror, 
humanity, and tragedy. Think Diana Gabaldon by way of Charlaine Harris. As with her 
exceptional novel The Hunger, in The Deep Katsu takes on an infamous tragedy and adds her 
own haunting twists. A marvelous new addition to Katsu’s already impressive body of work.” 
–Michael Koryta, author of Those Who Wish Me Dead 
 

Something is haunting the ship. That’s the only way to explain the series of misfortunes that have plagued the 
passengers of the Titanic from the moment they set sail. From mysterious disappearances to sudden deaths, the 
guests aboard are suspended in an unsettling twilight zone, with little sense of time during the boat’s illustrious 
maiden voyage. As the guests acquaint themselves and shrug off strange occurrences, several, including maid 
Annie Hebbley, first-class passenger Mark Fletcher, and millionaires Madeleine Astor and Benjamin Guggenheim, 
are convinced there is something more sinister going on—that is, until disaster strikes in the frigid north Atlantic. 
Years later, Annie, having survived that fateful night, works as a nurse on the Britannic, the Titanic’s identical sister 
ship, which has been newly refitted as a hospital ship during the rise of World War I. Unable to shake the demons 
of the first voyage, Annie struggles for clarity when she happens across Mark, now a soldier, unconscious onboard. 
Unconvinced, and perhaps unwilling, to accept that he survived the crash, Annie reckons with the bargain that 
must have been made, and the risk of sacrifice for the one she loves. Alma Katsu is the author of The Hunger, The 
Taker, The Reckoning, and The Descent. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Sally Kim) 
Agent: Inkwell Management 
UK: Transworld; Bulgarian: Orange Books 
  

http://virginiakantra.com/
https://www.almakatsubooks.com/
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Lim, Roselle         April 2020 
VANESSA YU’S MAGICAL PARIS TEA SHOP: A Novel     Reading Group 
 
“Lim serves up love, loss, heritage, and hints of the supernatural on a silver platter in this magical and 
mouthwatering debut.” –Publishers Weekly (starred review), on Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and Fortune 
 
Ever since she can remember, Vanessa Yu has been able to see people’s fortunes at the bottom of their teacups. 
To avoid blurting out their fortunes, she converts to coffee, but somehow fortunes escape and find a way to 
complicate her life and the ones of those around her. To add to this plight, her romance life is so nonexistent that 
her parents enlist the services of a matchmaking expert from Shanghai. The day before her matchmaking 
appointment, Vanessa accidentally sees her own fate: death by traffic accident. She decides that she can’t truly live 
until she can find a way to get rid of her uncanny abilities. When her eccentric aunt, Evelyn, shows up with a 
tempting offer to whisk her away, Vanessa says au revoir to America and bonjour to Paris. While working at 
Evelyn’s tea stall at a Parisian antique market, Vanessa performs some matchmaking of her own, attempting to 
help reconnect her aunt with a lost love. As she learns more about herself and the root of her gifts, she realizes 
one thing to be true: Knowing one’s destiny isn’t a curse, but being unable to change it is. Roselle Lim is the author 
of Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and Fortune. 
 
Translation: Berkley (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent controls UK rights: Bent Agency 
 
 

Martin, Kimmery      Feb. 2020 
THE ANTIDOTE FOR EVERYTHING: A Novel   Reading Group 
 
“The Antidote for Everything is not merely heartfelt, it’s important: a moving story about the 
absolute power of friendship and the utter feebleness of intolerance.” –New York Times- 
bestselling author Chris Bohjalian 
 
Georgia Brown’s profession as a urologist requires her to interact with plenty of naked people, 
but her romantic life has fizzled. The most important person in her life is her friend, Jonah 

Tsukada, a funny, empathetic family medicine doctor who works at the same hospital and who has become as 
close as family to her. Just after Georgia leaves the country for a medical conference, Jonah receives startling 
news: The hospital intends to fire doctors who refuse to stop providing medical care for transgender patients. 
Disturbed by the hospital’s actions, the two concoct a plan to persuade the board to reverse its decision. But when 
the strategy spirals out of control, both Georgia and Jonah find themselves facing the loss of much more than their 
careers in a last-ditch effort to battle against injustice. Kimmery Martin is the author of The Queen of Hearts. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kerry Donovan) 
Agent: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret 
 
 
  

https://www.rosellelim.com/
https://www.kimmerymartin.com/
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McFarland, Jeni      April 2020 
THE HOUSE OF DEEP WATER: A Novel    Reading Group 
 
“A poetic hum underpins this intergenerational tale that slowly tangles the residents in 
relationships that draw people back to small towns, and drive them away. The House of Deep 
Water is unflinchingly honest.” –Tara Betts, author of Break the Habit 
 
Debut novel! River Bend, Michigan, isn’t a destination of any sort—there are those who 
couldn’t imagine leaving, and those who can’t seem to get out. But when a scandal rocks the 

sleepy town and three women return home, secrets that have long been buried begin to rise. Linda Williams isn’t 
quite sure what she wants, but as she comes back to River Bend, she knows it wasn’t the suburban Texas life she 
shared with her former husband. Linda’s mother, Paula, does know what she wants: Paula wants out of River Bend 
for good, but she’ll need to stick around a while to formalize a divorce from her long-estranged husband to do it. 
And Beth DeWitt Hansen, a newly single mother and one of the only black women to grow up in River Bend, 
arrives back at her father’s house with her two teenaged children, hopeful that she’ll find her feet again, even as 
her return stirs up dark and haunting memories. To find a way forward, all three women must contend with River 
Bend’s complicated past. This is Jeni McFarland’s first novel. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Helen Richard) 
Agent: Writers House 
 
 
McKinlay, Jenn         July 2020 
PARIS IS ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA: A Novel      Romantic Comedy 
 
“Funny, charming, and heart-stoppingly romantic. Jenn McKinlay is a rising star.” –Jaci Burton, New York Times-
bestselling author 
 
It’s been seven years since Chelsea Martin embarked on her yearlong post-college European adventure. Since 
then, she’s lost her mother to cancer and watched her sister marry twice, while Chelsea’s thrown herself into 
work, becoming one of the most talented fundraisers for the American Cancer Coalition. When her introverted 
mathematician father announces he’s getting remarried, Chelsea is forced to acknowledge that her life stopped 
after her mother died, and that the last time she can remember being happy, in love, or enjoying her life was on 
her gap year. Inspired to retrace her steps—to find Colin in Ireland, Jean Claude in France, and Marcelino in Italy— 
Chelsea hopes that one of these three men who stole her heart so many years ago can help her find it again. From 
the start of her journey, nothing goes as planned, but as Chelsea reconnects with her old self, she also finds love in 
the very last place she expected. Jenn McKinlay is the New York Times-bestselling author of several mystery and 
romance series. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Jane Rotrosen Agency 
 
  

https://www.jenimcfarland.com/
http://www.jennmckinlay.com/
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Mooney, Chris         Aug. 2020 
BLOOD WORLD: A Novel        Science Fiction 
 
“One of the best thriller writers working today.” –Lee Child 
 
The most valuable commodity on Earth is the blood of “carriers.” Those with the right genes produce blood that 
cures disease, increases power, and makes the recipient a virtual superhuman. It also makes the carriers targets. 
Blood farms filled with kidnapped children spring up around the country, and the police are overwhelmed. Ellie 
Bautista became an LAPD officer specifically to fight this evil as a member of the Blood Squad, but she’s been 
consistently denied a transfer to the prestigious unit until the day she and her partner are ambushed during a 
routine stop. The resulting events plunge her into an undercover world more dangerous than she could have ever 
imagined. Chris Mooney is the bestselling author of twelve novels, most recently The Snow Girls. 
 
UK: Berkley (editor Tom Colgan) 
Agent controls Translation rights: Hannigan Getzler Agency 
 
 

Neuberger, Emily      April 2020 
A TENDER THING: A Novel     Reading Group 
 
“A Tender Thing effortlessly weaves together many ambitious ideas—feminism, race, and 
sexuality, to name a few—like the best of our great musicals. The result is an engrossing read 
that stays with you long after the final act.” –Garrard Conley, author of Boy Erased 
 
Debut novel! As a young woman in rural Wisconsin in the 1950s, Eleanor became enraptured 
with musical theater. At 21, she runs off to New York, where she’s cast as the lead in a new, 

controversial love story between a white woman and black man. As rehearsals grow more intense and she 
becomes closer to her co-star Charles, she struggles to reach beyond her limited experience, onstage and off. As an 
outpouring of protest against the show whips into a fury, with Eleanor and Charles at the center of the chaos, 
Eleanor begins to question everything—the director’s true motives and what the show is really about, her own 
naive beliefs about the world, and the riskiness of the whole undertaking. As the show hurtles toward its opening 
night, Eleanor must face the world for what it is, and in so doing, face her true desires. Emily Neuberger is an MFA 
candidate at Brooklyn College’s fiction program. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Gaby Mongelli) 
Agent: Fletcher & Company 
 
 

Penman, Sharon Kay      March 2020 
THE LAND BEYOND THE SEA: A Novel    Historical 
 
“The mere mention of Sharon Kay Penman’s name sends frissons of delight up the spines of 
historical fiction buffs. They know she will deliver a rich tapestry of a book, researched with 
meticulous accuracy and blazing with strong personalities.” –Seattle Times 
 
The year 1172: At the helm of the Kingdom of Jerusalem sits young Baldwin IV. But Baldwin is 
afflicted with leprosy, and the threats within Jerusalem’s walls nearly outweigh the risk of 

battle. Amidst the political deception that scours the halls of court, Baldwin must fight to maintain his power and 
his health. Yet the Muslim army is never far from the kingdom’s doorstep, and there are only a handful Baldwin 
can trust. Sharon Kay Penman is the author of nine historical novels and four mysteries, including A King’s Ransom. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Gaby Mongelli) 
Agent: Friedrich Agency 
UK: Macmillan (sold via the agent) 

https://chrismooneybooks.com/
http://www.sharonkaypenman.com/
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Rindell, Suzanne      July 2020 
THE TWO MRS. CARLYLES: A Novel    Reading Group 
 
“From the first page I was absorbed…. Reminds me at points of Notes on a Scandal and Patricia 
Highsmith, but has creepy charms all its own.” –The Paris Review, on The Other Typist 
 
Violet may be one of three people in San Francisco grateful for the devastating destruction of 
the 1906 earthquake, which leaves her and her two best friends unexpectedly wealthy—
assuming they can leave the horrifying secret that binds them together buried beneath the 

rubble. Fearing discovery, the women strike out on their own, and Violet finds herself in a new and fulfilling life of 
independence. When a whirlwind romance with the city’s most eligible widower, Harry Carlyle, lands her in a 
luxurious mansion as the second Mrs. Carlyle, it seems like all of her dreams of happiness and love have come true. 
But all is not right, and Violet soon finds herself trapped by the lingering specter of the first Mrs. Carlyle and the 
inescapable secrets of her own violent history. Suzanne Rindell is the bestselling author of The Other Typist, Three-
Martini Lunch, and Eagle & Crane. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Tara Singh Carlson) 
Agent: Brandt & Hochman Literary 
 
 

Schade, Victoria      March 2020 
WHO RESCUED WHO: A Novel     Romantic Comedy 
 
“Charming and heartfelt…. The perfect book for dog lovers!” –Chanel Cleeton, New York Times-
bestselling author, on Life on the Leash 
 
The plan was simple: Elizabeth would suffer through a quick trip to her late father’s family 
homestead in the English countryside, try not to think about how she was unjustly fired from 
her dream job, claim her inheritance, and hop on the next flight back to Silicon Valley where 

she can get her life back on track. The plan does not include rescuing an abandoned black and white puppy. Or 
bonding with her long-lost aunt and uncle, their border collie, and their two very opinionated sheep. Or falling for 
the handsome local who runs the town’s craft brewery. As Elizabeth’s brief visit to Fargrove turns into an extended 
stay, she discovers that she has more in common with the new puppy than she realized. Victoria Schade is a dog 
trainer and the author of Life on the Leash. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Marsal Lyon Literary Agency 
 
 
  

https://www.suzannerindell.com/
http://www.victoriaschade.tv/
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Schultz, Emily       Aug. 2020 
LITTLE THREATS: A Novel     Thriller 
 
“A complex, powerful, emotionally wrenching thriller with a deceptively simple premise: What 
if you agreed to serve 15 years in prison for a murder you have no memory of committing? 
Intense, twisty, and compelling—once you begin reading, you won’t be able to stop!” –Karen 
Dionne, author of the #1 internationally-bestselling The Marsh King’s Daughter 
 
In the summer of 1993, twin sisters Kennedy and Carter Wynn delight in being their parents’ 

worst nightmares, embracing grunge music and fashion and testing all the limits in their privileged suburb. But 
their teenage rebellion goes too far when their best friend Haley is found stabbed to death, and suspicion quickly 
falls upon Kennedy. She can’t remember anything, and this, along with damning testimony from the older boy who 
both Kennedy and Haley loved, is enough to force Kennedy to enter a guilty plea in exchange for a 15-year prison 
sentence. In 2008, Kennedy is released into a world that has moved on without her. Carter questions Kennedy’s 
innocence and begins a relationship with Haley’s younger brother. But Kennedy’s return shatters the fragile 
existence of both families, bringing the tragedy back to the surface, along with a whole new wave of media. When 
a television producer comes to town asking questions, murky memories of Haley’s death resurface, along with new 
suspects. Emily Schultz is the author of The Blondes. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Danielle Dieterich) 
Agent: Fischer Harbage Agency 
 
 

Scott, J. Todd       June 2020 
LOST RIVER: A Novel      Thriller 
 
“The author exploits his decades of experience as a federal agent to create a powerful, realistic 
picture of crime…. Thriller fans will enjoy this absorbing and disturbing book.” –Kirkus Reviews 
 
When the vicious killing of an entire infamous local crime family rocks the small town of Angel, 
Kentucky, the bloody aftermath brings together three people already struggling with Angel’s 
drug epidemic: Trey, a young medic-in-training with secrets to hide; Special Agent Casey 

Alexander, a DEA agent who will not let the local law or small-town way of doing things stand in her way; and Paul 
Mayfield, a former police chief who has had to watch his own young wife succumb to addiction. Over the course of 
24 hours, loyalties are tested, the corrupt are exposed, and the horrible truth of the largest drug operation in the 
region is revealed. J. Todd Scott has been a federal agent with the DEA for more than 20 years. He is the author of 
the Big Bend series of novels. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: CK Webber Associates 
 
 
  

https://www.emilyschultz.com/
http://jtoddscott.com/
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St. James, Simone      Feb. 2020 
THE SUN DOWN MOTEL: A Novel    Thriller 
 
“Deliciously creepy. A chilling blend of mystery and ghost story that will thrill fans of both.” 
–Riley Sager, New York Times-bestselling author of Lock Every Door 
 
Upstate NY, 1982: Viv Delaney works as the night clerk at the Sun Down Motel to pay for her 
move to New York City. But something isn’t quite right, and before long she’s determined to 
uncover all of the secrets hidden there. Upstate NY, 2017: Carly Kirk has always been fascinated 

by her aunt Viv, who disappeared before Carly was born. Using a small inheritance, Carly leaves college to figure 
out what happened to her aunt years ago. Soon, Carly is mirroring her aunt’s life, working as the night clerk at the 
motel, which hasn’t changed since 1982. The guest book is still handwritten, the rooms still have actual keys, and a 
haunting presence still lingers. Carly discovers that Viv had been trying to unravel mysteries of her own—including 
a possible serial killer working in Fell. If Carly can find the answers Viv was searching for, she might be able to solve 
the mystery that has haunted her family for years. Simone St. James is the bestselling author of The Broken 
Girls, Lost Among the Living, and The Haunting of Maddy Clare. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Danielle Perez) 
Agent: Hopkins Literary Associates 
Croatian: 24sata; German: Goldmann 
 
 

Stratford, Sarah-Jane      Feb. 2020 
RED LETTER DAYS: A Novel     Reading Group 
 
"Sarah-Jane Stratford’s crackerjack historical novel smartly tunes in to the beginnings of 
Britain’s broadcasting behemoth.” –USA Today, on Radio Girls 
 
1950’s America is bright and full of promise, and Phoebe Adler, a New Yorker brimming with 
talent and ambition, is forging her way as the rarest of things: a female television writer in 
Hollywood. But fears of a growing Red Menace cloud the optimism, egged on by the hate-

mongering of Senator McCarthy. A blacklist is created to cast out communist sympathizers, smashing careers and 
ruining lives. When Phoebe finds herself caught in the hysteria's web, she flees to London. Though postwar London 
is struggling and work is precarious, Phoebe finds camaraderie with other Americans living in exile, including the 
restless and ambitious Hannah Wolfson. Determined to fight the injustices of the Red Scare, Hannah is a successful 
producer who hires blacklisted writers at great risk to her career and company. Together Phoebe and Hannah 
successfully fight unfair bias and sexism, but danger still looms in this supposed sanctuary. And when their families 
and friends—and their very lives—are threatened, they will have to make impossible choices. Sarah-Jane Stratford 
is the author of Radio Girls. 
 
UK: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent controls Translation rights: Marsal Lyon Literary Agency 
 
 
  

http://www.simonestjames.com/
http://www.sarahjanestratford.com/
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Sutton, Halley       July 2020 
THE LADY UPSTAIRS: A Novel     Thriller 
 
“Sultry, captivating, and electric with tension, The Lady Upstairs delivers a plot that must be 
devoured, in language that must be savored. With sharp, magnetic prose, Halley Sutton dives 
into the darkness of women’s lives, illuminating how venom and vulnerability are often two 
sides of the same coin. Empowering and terrifying, this timely noir will keep you in its grip from 
its arresting first lines to its exquisite final chapter.” –Megan Collins, author of The Winter Sister 
 

Debut novel! Unlike most of the population of Los Angeles, Jo can truly say that she’s made it in the city of broken 
dreams. She earns a living by blackmailing the city’s most lecherous men: the handsy Hollywood producers, 
adulterous actors, and corrupt cops. She’s motivated as much by the money she’s earning—and the debt she’s 
paying off—as by the good she tells herself she’s doing for the women of L.A. Eager to prove herself to her 
coworker Lou and their enigmatic boss, known only as the Lady Upstairs, Jo starts to take on bigger and riskier 
jobs. But when one of the men she’s targeting turns up dead, both the Lady Upstairs and the LAPD have Jo in their 
sights. Desperate to escape the deadly consequences of her failed job, Jo decides to take on one last sting, bringing 
down a rising political star. It’s her biggest con yet, and she’ll do it behind the Lady’s back, freeing both herself and 
Lou. But Jo soon learns that Lou and the Lady have secrets of their own, and that no one is safe when there’s a life-
changing payout on the line. A modern-day noir that is unapologetically feminist and endlessly surprising, The Lady 
Upstairs asks: How do you out-con the ultimate con woman? This is Halley Sutton’s first novel. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Danielle Dieterich) 
Agent: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret 
 

 
Thornton, Stephanie Marie     March 2020 
AND THEY CALLED IT CAMELOT: A Novel of Jacqueline Bouvier Reading Group 
Kennedy Onassis 
 
“Addictive, dishy, and emotionally haunting, this novel paints an intimate portrait of a 
tumultuous marriage that played out on the world’s stage and ended in national tragedy.”  
–Stephanie Dray, New York Times-bestselling coauthor of America’s First Daughter 
 
Born into luxury and beauty, spontaneous young Jacqueline Bouvier aspires to be more than 

the Debutante of the Year, even if she isn’t quite sure what that means. A whirlwind courtship and fairytale 
wedding to handsome war hero John F. Kennedy propel her into a startling new world of power and politics. Filled 
with incredible highs and unimaginable challenges, Jackie learns to hone her survival skills. Her grace and grit help 
catapult JFK from the Senate to the Oval Office in one of the closest races in US history. Jackie awes the country 
with her elegance and poise even as she is plagued by self-doubt over whether she can be the wife, mother, and 
First Lady that her husband and the country need. Then Jackie accompanies JFK to Dallas, and their thousand days 
of magic come to an abrupt and devastating end, forcing Jackie to pick up the ruined fragments of her life and 
forge a triumphant new identity. Stephanie Marie Thornton is the author of American Princess. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Marsal Lyon Literary Agency 
 
  

http://halleysutton.com/
http://www.stephanie-thornton.com/
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Walsh, M.O.         July 2020 
THE BIG DOOR PRIZE: A Novel       Reading Group 
 
“A lyrical portrait of the melancholic South… a sharp meditation on the passage of time and the plasticity of 
memory.” –San Francisco Chronicle, on My Sunshine Away 
 
What would you do if you knew your life’s potential? That’s the question facing the town of Deerfield, Louisiana, 
when a surprising machine appears in the local grocery store. Resembling a simple photo booth, the machine 
promises to tell participants their potential in life—what their body and mind are capable of doing—all based on 
the science of their DNA. With just enough credibility to make the townspeople curious, the machine quickly 
enraptures nearly all of Deerfield. Soon enough, lives are upended based on the promise and possibility of one 
word: Olympian, Carpenter, Lover, Driver, Magician, bearing no mind that most of them have little to no life 
experience or talent to explain such a calling. Among them are Douglas Hubbard, the high school history teacher 
who, at age 40, has hit a wall in life; his wife, Cherilyn, who never thought to dream of more; Jacob Richieu, the son 
of the town mayor living in his dead brother’s shadow; and even Father Pete, the local priest connected to the 
townspeople in unexpected ways. Deeply moving and full of heartwarming eccentricity, The Big Door Prize 
explores the ways in which the glimmer of possibility can bring a community together, pull it apart, and reveal the 
power of self-discovery and second chances, even under the strangest of circumstances. M.O. Walsh is the 
bestselling author of My Sunshine Away. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sally Kim) 
Agent: Massie & McQuilkin 
 
 
  

http://mowalsh.com/
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SERIES FICTION            

 
Adams, Lyssa Kay      March 2020 
UNDERCOVER BROMANCE: A Novel    Romantic Comedy 
 
“Shows that everything worth knowing can be learned from romance.” —kc dyer, author 
of Finding Fraser 
 
#2 in the Bromance Book Club series. Liv Papandreas has a dream job as a sous chef at 
Nashville’s hottest restaurant. Too bad the celebrity chef owner is less than charming behind 
kitchen doors. After she catches him harassing a young hostess, she confronts him and gets 

fired. Liv vows revenge, but she’ll need assistance to take on the powerful chef. Unfortunately, that means turning 
to Braden Mack. When Liv’s blackballed from the restaurant scene, the charismatic nightclub owner offers to help 
expose her ex-boss, but she’s suspicious of his motives. He’ll need to call in reinforcements: the Bromance Book 
Club. Inspired by the romantic suspense novel they’re reading, the club assists Liv in setting up a sting operation to 
take down the chef. But they’re just as eager to help Mack figure out the way to Liv’s heart—even while she’s 
determined to squelch the sparks between them before she gets burned. Lyssa Kay Adams is the author of The 
Bromance Book Club and others. 
 
Translation: Berkley Jove (editor Kristine Swartz) 
Agent: One Track Literary 
UK: Headline; German: Rowohlt 
 
 

Atkins, Ace       July 2020 
THE REVELATORS: A Quinn Colson Novel    Thriller 
 
“Quinn Colson is my kind of guy. I would follow him anywhere.” –Lee Child 
 
#10 in the Quinn Colson series. Shot up and left for dead, Sheriff Quinn Colson has revenge on 
his mind. With the help of his new wife Maggie, rehabilitation, and sheer force of will, he is 
walking again, eager to resume his work as a sheriff and track down those responsible for his 
attempted murder. But someone is standing in his way: an interim sheriff, appointed by the 

newly elected Governor Vardaman, the man who Quinn knows ordered his murder. Vardaman sits at the top of 
the state’s power structure—both legal and criminal—and little does he know, Quinn is still alive. And coming for 
him. Ace Atkins is bestselling author of The Shameless, among others. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: ICM 
UK: Corsair 
 
  

http://www.lyssakayadams.com/
http://www.aceatkins.com/
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Barron, Laird       May 2020 
WORSE ANGELS: An Isaiah Coleridge Novel   Thriller 
 
“One of my favorite writers, period.” –Nic Pizzolatto, author of Galveston and creator of True 
Detective 
 
#3 in the Isaiah Coleridge series. P.I. Isaiah Coleridge is hired to investigate a suspicious death 
tied to a stalled supercollider project in the northern reaches of New York State. An industrial 
tycoon recently turned senator may be involved—at least his alienated ex-majordomo and 

bodyguard sure thinks so. Meanwhile, Coleridge attempts to solve the mystery of $1.5 million they recovered 
during their last case and decide what to do with it. Laird Barron is the author of Black Mountain and others. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: New Leaf Literary 
 
 

Box, C.J.       March 2020 
LONG RANGE: A Joe Pickett Novel    Thriller 
 
“One of today’s solid-gold, must-read, A-list writers.” –Lee Child 
 
#20 in the Joe Pickett series. The wife of a prominent local judge is shot and killed on Wyoming 
game warden Joe Pickett’s turf. But as Joe investigates, all signs point to the shot having been 
taken from an impossibly long distance. Joe has seen a lot in his time as warden, but he’s never 
seen a killing like this. How could the shooting have been arranged? And who else is in the 

cross hairs? At the same time, just as he’s adjusting to the arrival of a new baby, Joe’s best friend Nate 
Romanowski is attempting to decipher a startling grizzly attack in the area. Beset by threats both man-made and 
natural, the two men must go to great lengths to figure out how to keep their loved ones safe. C.J. Box is the #1 
New York Times-bestselling author of the Joe Pickett series and several stand-alone novels. 

 
Translation: Putnam (editor Mark Tavani) 
Agent: Ann Rittenberg Agency 
UK: Head of Zeus 
 
 

Boyden, Alina       May 2020 
STEALING THUNDER: A Novel     Fantasy 
 
Debut novel! First in a new series! By night, Razia Khan is one of the most sought-after dancing 
girls in the desert city of Bikampur. By later night, she is its most elusive thief. When Razia finds 
herself dancing for the maharaja’s son, the handsome prince Arjun, she knows that she’s 
playing with fire. As a trans girl, known as a hijra, she can never be a wife to any man, and as 
the former Crown Prince of the Sultanate of Nizam, she guards her identity carefully, lest her 
father’s assassins find her. But in the dragon-riding Prince of Bikampur, Razia sees not just a 

ticket out of the gutter, but a kindred spirit. As their romance blossoms, Razia finds herself once more thrust into 
the dangerous world of politics in Daryastan, and in order to survive, she will need the skills of a courtesan, a 
thief, and a warrior princess. This is Alina Boyden’s first novel. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Ace (editor Kristine Swartz) 
Agent: Harvey Klinger, Inc. 
 
 
  

https://lairdbarron.wordpress.com/
http://www.cjbox.net/
https://twitter.com/AlinaBoyden
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Chow, Jennifer J.         March 2020 
MIMI GETS A CLUE: A Novel       Mystery 
 
“An adorable mystery perfect for pet lovers. Mimi’s authentic family grounds the story amidst the glitzy and 
glamorous backdrop of LA. I devoured it in one sitting.” –Roselle Lim, author of Natalie Tan’s Book of Luck and 
Fortune 
 
First in a new series! Mimi Lee hoped to give Los Angeles animal lovers something to talk about with her pet 
grooming shop, Hollywoof. She never imagined that the first cat she said hello to would talk back or be quite so, 
well, catty. When Marshmallow exposes local breeder Russ Nolan for mistreating chihuahuas, Mimi steals some of 
her cat’s attitude to tell Russ off. The next day, the police show up at Hollywoof. Russ has been found dead, and 
Mimi’s shouting match with him has secured her top billing as the main suspect. Hoping to clear her name and 
save the pups Russ left behind, Mimi enlists help from her dreamy lawyer neighbor Josh. But even with Josh on 
board, it’ll take Mimi and Marshmallow a lot of sleuthing and more than a little sass to get back to the pet-
grooming life—and off the murder scene. Jennifer J. Chow is the author of the Winston Wong series and others. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Prime Crime (editor Angela Kim) 
Agent: BookEnds 
 
 
Harrison, Kim         June 2020 
AMERICAN DEMON: A Novel       Fantasy 
 
“I wouldn’t miss a Kim Harrison book for anything.” –Charlaine Harris, New York Times-bestselling author of the 
Sookie Stackhouse series 
 
#14 in the Hollows series. Rachel Morgan is back—and the Hollows will never be the same! What happens after 
you’ve saved the world? Well, if you’re Rachel Mariana Morgan, witch-born demon, you quickly discover that 
something might have gone just a little bit wrong—that the very same acts you and your friends took to forge new 
powers may have released something bound by the old. With a rash of zombies, some strange new murders, and 
an exceedingly mysterious new demon in town, it will take everything Rachel has to counter this new threat to the 
world, and it may demand the sacrifice of what she holds most dear. Kim Harrison is the author of the #1 New York 
Times-bestselling Hollows series, including The Witch with No Name, The Undead Pool, and Ever After.  
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Ace (editor Anne Sowards) 
Agent: Donald Maass Literary Agency 
German: Heyne 
 
  

https://jenniferjchow.com/
https://www.kimharrison.net/
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Hoang, Helen       May 2020 
THE HEART PRINCIPLE: A Novel     Romantic Comedy 
 
“Hoang’s writing has a sharp, quirky, emotional edge that will resonate with anyone who has 
ever tried to navigate the complicated world of modern relationships.” –Jayne Ann Krentz 
 
#3 in the Kiss Quotient series. To most, Quan Diep is nothing but a surly-looking, 
underachieving playboy. But now that he’s the CEO of an up-and-coming retail business, he’s 
suddenly a catch, and the rich girls are looking at him in a new way—especially Camilla, the girl 

who brushed him off many years ago. Anna Sun will never admit that she has a secret crush on Quan, especially 
because he only has eyes for her charismatic younger sister Camilla. Over the years, Anna has worked hard to 
overcome her OCD, but she’ll still need to find a way to bury her anxieties and seduce Quan so he doesn’t ruin her 
sister’s engagement, and with it, a crucial real estate development deal. Slowly, Anna breaks down Quan’s 
dangerous and careless exterior while peeling off her own tough, protective shell. But when Quan discovers Anna’s 
true intentions, he’s forced to confront his own hurtful past and learn to forgive, while Anna must face her 
greatest challenge: truly opening herself up to love. Helen Hoang is the author of the bestselling The Kiss Quotient 
and The Bride Test. 
 
Translation: Berkley Jove (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent: BookEnds Literary Agency 
ANZ: Allen & Unwin; UK: Corvus; German: Rowohlt; Hungarian: Publish & More; Slovene: Ucila 
 
 
Jackson, Kwana         May 2020 
REAL MEN KNIT: A Novel        Romantic Comedy 
 
“This story is funny, completely modern, emotional, and heart wrenching.” –RT Book Reviews, on Bounce 
 
First in a new series! Jesse Strong is known for two things: his devotion to his adoptive mom Mama Joy and his 
reputation for breaking hearts in Harlem. When Mama Joy unexpectedly passes away, he and his brothers have 
different plans on what to do with Strong Knits, their neighborhood store. Jesse wants to keep the store open; his 
brothers want to shut it down. Jesse makes an impassioned plea to Kerry Fuller, his childhood friend who has had a 
crush on him her entire life, to help him figure out how to run the business. Kerry agrees to help him reinvent it 
and show him the knitty-gritty of the business, but the more time they spend together, the more the chemistry 
builds. Kerry, knowing Jesse’s history, doesn’t believe this relationship will exist longer than one can knit one, purl 
one. But Jesse is determined to prove to her that he can be the man for her—after all, real men knit. Kwana 
Jackson is the bestselling author of the Sugar Lake series and the Unconventional Brides series, among others. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Jove (editor Kristine Swartz) 
Agent: Evan Marshall Agency 
 
  

http://www.helenhoang.com/
http://kmjackson.com/
http://kmjackson.com/
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London, Julia         Aug. 2020 
YOU LUCKY DOG: A Novel        Romantic Comedy 
 
“London’s characters come alive on every page and will steal your heart.” –Atlanta Journal-Constitution 
 
First in a new series! Carly Taylor is drowning in work, her divorced parents are going through their mid-life crises, 
and somehow Carly’s sister convinces her to foster Roscoe, a basset hound with an aggressive case of the blues. 
But when Carly discovers that the dog walker has accidentally switched out Roscoe for another perkier, friendlier 
basset hound, she reaches the end of her leash. Max Sheffington was prepared to throw down over his missing 
dog, but now that he’s met the fiery Carly, more enticing activities come to mind. And after she agrees to dog-sit 
so he can take his autistic brother to New York for the Westminster Dog Show, Max is even more intrigued. As 
their two dogs bond, Carly and Max spend more time together, and soon they wonder if their own story might be a 
tale of love. Julia London is the New York Times-bestselling author of romance and women’s fiction novels. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Jove (editor Kate Seaver) 
Agent: Bent Agency 
 

 
McMahon, John      March 2020 
THE EVIL MEN DO: A Novel     Thriller 
 
“John McMahon is one of those rare writers who seem to have sprung out of nowhere. His first 
novel, which is pretty much perfect, features a decent if flawed hero battling personal troubles 
while occupied with a murder case of great consequence to his community.” –New York Times 
Book Review, on The Good Detective 
 
#2 in the P.T. Marsh series. After unveiling a statewide ring of killers, Detective P.T. Marsh 

hopes his professional success can help put his broken past behind him. Though still mourning the deaths of his 
wife and son, he has a new relationship on the horizon and what seems like a simple case. When Marsh and his 
partner Remy are asked to investigate the suspicious death of local real-estate baron Ennis Fultz, it’s easy for them 
to name a list of suspects. Mason Falls, Georgia, may be a small town, but Fultz has amassed enemies, including 
violent neighbors, a wronged ex-wife, and an escort. But as Marsh and Remy dig into the case, it becomes clear 
that Fultz’s death may be part of a dark web of crimes connected to the accident that killed P.T.’s wife and son. 
John McMahon is the author of The Good Detective. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Mark Tavani) 
Agent: Marly Rusoff & Associates 
UK: Headline 
 
 
  

https://julialondon.com/
https://www.johnmcmahonbooks.com/
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Pepper, David       June 2020 
THE VOTER FILE: A Novel     Thriller 
 
“A labyrinthine political thriller that details a plot to steal the American presidency…. A 
cinematic and dramatic story full of delightful twists.” –Kirkus Reviews, on The Wingman 
 
#3 in the Jack Sharpe series. Investigative reporter Jack Sharpe is down to his last chance. Fired 
from his high-profile gig with a national news channel, his only lead is a phone full of messages 
from a graduate student who swears she has observed an impossible result in a local election. 

Sharpe is sure she is mistaken… but what if she isn’t? The more he digs, the more Sharpe is forced to question the 
values—and viability—of the country he loves and a president he admired. And it soon becomes clear that not just 
his career is in jeopardy—so is his life. David Pepper is the author of The People’s House and The Wingman. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Mark Tavani) 
Agent: Aaron M. Priest Literary Agency 
 

 
Raybourn, Deanna      March 2020 
A MURDEROUS RELATION: A Veronica Speedwell Mystery  Mystery 
 
“I love this series! Veronica Speedwell is utterly unique… The plots are clever and fast-paced.” 
–Amanda Quick, New York Times-bestselling author 
 
#5 in the Veronica Speedwell series. Veronica and her colleague Stoker are asked by Lady 
Wellingtonia Beauclerk to help with a potential scandal so explosive it threatens to rock the 
monarchy. Prince Albert Victor is a regular visitor to the most exclusive private club in London, 

and the proprietess, Madame Aurore, has received an expensive gift that can be traced back to the prince. Lady 
Wellie would like Veronica and Stoker to retrieve the jewel from the club before scandal can break. Worse yet, 
London is terrorized by the most notorious and elusive serial killer in history, Jack the Ripper—and Lady Wellie 
suspects the prince may be responsible. Veronica and Stoker agree to go undercover at Madame Aurore’s high 
class brothel, where another body soon turns up. Many secrets are swirling around Veronica and the royal family, 
and it’s up to Veronica and Stoker to find the truth. Deanna Raybourn is the New York Times-bestselling author of 
the Lady Julia Grey series, the Veronica Speedwell Mysteries, and several standalone works. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Danielle Perez) 
Agent: Hopkins Literary Associates 
 
 
Ricciardi, David         May 2020 
BLACK FLAG: A Jake Keller Thriller       Thriller 
 
“Starts with a bang, and then gets better and better... One of the best thrillers you’ll read this year.” –Lee Child, on 
Warning Light 
 
#3 in the Jake Keller series. After years of relative calm, the threat from Somali pirates has increased 
exponentially. Once a couple of American ships have been taken, US authorities are determined to find the source 
of this new danger. Jake Keller has a plan. It’s unconventional, but that’s par for the course with Jake. He hopes to 
lure the mastermind behind these crimes out of hiding by posing as a rival. It’s a dangerous plan, made more so by 
Jake’s personal involvement with the beautiful heiress to a Greek shipping fortune. If he’s not careful, Jake is as 
likely to end up as a corpse as he is to uncover his nemesis. David Ricciardi is the author of Warning Light and 
Rogue Strike. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Tom Colgan) 
Agent: Zachary Shuster Harmsworth 

http://davidpepper.com/
https://www.deannaraybourn.com/
https://twitter.com/RicciardiBooks
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Ryan, Anthony         Aug. 2020 
THE BLACK SONG: A Raven’s Blade Novel      Fantasy 
 
“Ryan hits all the high notes of epic fantasy—a gritty setting, ancient magics, ruthless intrigue, divided loyalties, 
and bloody action.” –Publishers Weekly 
 
#2 in the Raven’s Blade series. Vaelin Al Sorna’s name was known across the realm as a great warrior, but he 
thought battles were behind him. He was wrong. Whispers and prophecy led him across the sea to find a woman 
he once loved, and they drew him into a war waged by the Darkblade, man who believes himself a god, with an 
army that might be unbeatable. After a defeat suffered at the fortress city Keshin-Kho, Vaelin has regained some of 
the dark magic that once made his lust for war and battle unquenchable, but at a terrible cost. Now the Darkblade 
and his armies range toward Vaelin’s home, and Vaelin, separate from his companions, sets his sights on one goal: 
seeking out a fabled temple where the key to defeating the Darkblade may lie. Anthony Ryan is the bestselling 
author of the Raven’s Shadow novels and the Draconis Memoria novels. 
 
Translation: Berkley Ace (editor Jessica Wade) 
Agent controls UK rights: Janklow & Nesbit 
French: Bragelonne; German: Klett 
 
 

Thomas, Russ       Feb. 2020 
FIREWATCHING: A Novel     Thriller 
 
“A pitch-perfect blend of the best of the old and the best of the new—all the traditional 
strengths and charms are here, with a fresh and relevant 21st-century edge. I loved it.” 
–Lee Child 
 
Debut novel! First in a new series! Six years ago, Gerald Cartwright vanished from his home in 
a village on the edge of England’s Peak District. Did he go on the run to escape his creditors? Or 

was there a more sinister explanation? Today, Detective Sargent Adam Tyler, a cold case specialist, is called back to 
Cartwright’s house—a body has just been discovered, bricked up behind a wall in the cellar. Tyler knows this case 
could make his career; the only problem is, the main suspect just happens to be the missing man’s son—the same 
man Tyler slept with the night before. Russ Thomas is an Events Manager and Expert Bookseller for Waterstones. 
 
Translation: Putnam (editor Sara Minnich) 
Agent: Bent Agency 
UK: Simon & Schuster (sold via the agent) 
 

 
Tieryas, Peter       March 2020 
CYBER SHOGUN REVOLUTION: A Novel    Science Fiction 
 
“A perfect patchwork of multiple sci-fi and anime subgenres rolled into one novel.” –Esquire 
 
#3 in the United States of Japan series. After a severe injury, ace mecha designer and pilot 
Reiko Morikawa is recruited to a secret organization plotting a revolt against the corrupt 
governor (and Nazi sympathizer) of the United States of Japan. When their plan to save the USJ 
goes awry, the mission is only saved from failure because the governor is killed by an assassin 

known as Bloody Mary. But the assassin isn’t satisfied with just the governor. Reiko is hot on the trail of Bloody 
Mary. Peter Tieryas is the author of Mecha Samurai Empire and United States of Japan. 
 
UK, Translation (excluding Chinese and Japanese): Berkley Ace (editor Anne Sowards) 
Agent: Hansen Literary Management 
  

https://anthonyryan.net/
http://www.thevoiceofruss.com/
https://tieryas.wordpress.com/
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Vane, Milla       Feb. 2020 
A HEART OF BLOOD AND ASHES: A Gathering of Dragons  Fantasy 
 
First in a new series! Though forbidden by the council to kill the corrupt king responsible for his 
parents’ murders, Maddek vows to avenge them, even if it costs him the Parsathean crown. 
But when he learns it was the king’s daughter who lured his parents to their deaths, the 
barbarian warrior is determined to make her pay. Yet the woman Maddek captures is not what 
he expected. Though the last in a line of legendary warrior-queens, Yvenne is small and weak, 
and the sharpest weapons she wields are her mind and her tongue. Even more surprising is the 

marriage she proposes to unite them in their goals and to claim their thrones—because her desire for vengeance 
against her father burns even hotter than his own. Under the pen name Meljean Brook, Milla Vane is a New York 
Times-bestselling author of steampunk and paranormal romance. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Jove (editor Cindy Hwang) 
Agent: Brown Literary Agency 
 
 

Wegert, Tessa       Feb. 2020 
DEATH IN THE FAMILY: A Shana Merchant Novel   Thriller 
 
“A deliciously complicated locked-room mystery that would make Agatha Christie proud. Add a 
savvy sleuth battling her own demons and the result is an up-to-date and thrilling ride.” 
–Margaret Coel, New York Times-bestselling author of Winter’s Child. 
 
Debut novel! First in a new series! Thirteen months ago, former NYPD detective Shana 
Merchant barely survived a serial killer. Now hoping to leave grisly murder cases behind, she’s 

taken a job in her fiancé’s sleepy hometown in the Thousand Islands region of Upstate New York. But as a 
nor’easter bears down on her new territory, Shana and fellow investigator Tim Wellington receive a call about a 
man missing on a private island. They travel to the isolated island owned by the wealthy Sinclair family to question 
the witnesses and arrive to find blood on the scene and a house full of Sinclair family and friends on edge. While 
Tim guesses they’re dealing with a runaway case, Shana is convinced they have a murder on their hands. As the 
gale intensifies outside, she discovers the Sinclairs and their guests are crawling with secrets. Trapped on the island 
by the raging storm, Shana will have to trust the one person her abduction destroyed her faith in—herself. But 
time is ticking, because if Shana’s right, a killer is in their midst, and as the pressure mounts, so do the odds that 
they’ll strike again. This is Tessa Wegert’s first novel. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley Prime Crime (editor Grace House) 
Agent: Stringer Literary Agency 
German: Heyne 
 
 
  

http://meljeanbrook.com/
https://millavane.com/
https://www.tessawegert.ca/
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NONFICTION             

 
Anastasia, George, and Ralph Cipriano      Sept. 2020 
THE PILL MILL MURDER 
 
April Kauffman, a well-known local radio personality, was shot to death in the home she shared with her husband 
Dr. James Kauffman. Two years later, Freddy Aguello, leader of the notorious motorcycle gang the Pagans, went to 
trial facing murder, conspiracy, and drug dealing charges. The common factor in both events: Dr. Kauffman, a 
prominent New Jersey endocrinologist, and also one of the area’s most prolific drug traffickers. Told by two 
accomplished reporters and authors with exclusive insights and details provided by two principal players, this is 
the story about one man’s descent into evil and the people he took with him. It’s a story about a doctor who 
helped flood the streets with opioids; a husband who hid dark secrets from his wife; and a man so consumed with 
greed and arrogance that he thought he could get away with murder. George Anastasia is the author of six books 
of true-crime, including Blood and Honor. Ralph Cipriano is the author of The Hit Man and others. 
 
UK, Translation: Berkley (editor Tom Colgan) 
Agent: Folio Literary Management 
 
 
Bredesen, Dale         Aug. 2020 
THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S PROGRAM: Enhance Cognition and Reverse Decline at Any Age 
 
In the bestselling The End of Alzheimer’s, Dale Bredesen laid out the science behind his revolutionary new program 
that is the first to both stop and reverse Alzheimer’s Disease. Now he offers a specific plan to help everyone 
prevent and reverse cognitive decline or simply maximize brainpower. With inspiring stories from patients who 
have reversed cognitive decline and are now thriving, this book shifts the treatment paradigm and offers a new 
and effective way to enhance cognition. Bredesen is internationally recognized as an expert in the mechanisms of 
neurodegenerative diseases. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Caroline Sutton) 
Agent: Sterling Lord Literistic 
UK: Vermilion (sold via the agent) 
 
 
Bulsiewicz, Will, MD        May 2020 
FIBER FUELED: The Plant-Based Gut Health Program for Losing Weight, Restoring Your Health, and Optimizing 
Your Microbiome 
 
This is a bold, new, plant-based plan that challenges the popular Keto and Paleo diets, from an award-winning 
gastroenterologist. Gut health is the key to boosting our metabolism and taming inflammation that causes a host 
of diseases. With a 30-day jumpstart program including menus, recipes, and essential advice on food sensitivities, 
Fiber Fueled offers the blueprint to start turbocharging your gut for lifelong health today. Dr. Will Bulsiewicz is a 
board-certified, award-winning gastroenterologist. He is a graduate of the Georgetown University School of 
Medicine and was chief medical resident at Northwestern Memorial Hospital and chief gastroenterology fellow at 
the University of North Carolina Hospital. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Stephanie Tade Agency 
 
  

https://www.ahnphealth.com/dr-bredesen.html
https://theguthealthmd.com/
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Carmel, Molly       Dec. 2019 
BREAKING UP WITH SUGAR: Divorce the Diets, Drop the Pounds, and Live Your Best Life 
 
This is a 66-day roadmap for going sugar-free, from an eating disorder specialist who broke free 
from her own addiction. In her work as a therapist specializing in overeating and obesity, Molly 
Carmel helps patients see that the root of their struggle is their destructive relationship with 
sugar. For many people, sugar is a true addiction that produces physical, neurological, and 
hormonal changes that leave them powerless to overcome their compulsion to eat. Carmel 
helps her clients break free of sugar’s hold, finally lose weight and keep it off, and reinvent 

their lives. With humor, honesty, and empathy, she shares the story of her own 20-year struggle with disordered 
eating, reaching 325 pounds, while trying every diet program and even gastric bypass surgery without success. Her 
plan is packed with step-by-step instructions designed to take the guesswork out of sugar-free eating and help 
people start a new, healthier relationship with food. Molly Carmel created The Beacon, where she helps clients 
recover from similar addictions. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Stephanie Tade Agency 
UK: Yellow Kite; Dutch: Unieboek Het Spectrum 
 

 
Cummins, Jeanine      Jan. 2020 
A RIP IN HEAVEN: A Memoir of Murder and Its Aftermath 
 
The acclaimed, bestselling author of American Dirt reveals the devastating effects of a shocking 
tragedy in this landmark true crime book—the first ever to look intimately at the experiences 
of both the victims and their families—now reissued in a new edition. A Rip in Heaven is 
Jeanine Cummins’ story of a night in April 1991, when her two cousins Julie and Robin Kerry, 
and her brother, Tom, were assaulted. When Tom managed to escape the attackers and flag 
down help, he thought the nightmare would be over. He couldn’t have been more wrong. Tom, 

his sister Jeanine, and their entire family were just at the beginning of a horrific odyssey through the aftermath of 
a violent crime, a world of shocking betrayal, endless heartbreak, and utter disillusionment. 
 
Translation: Berkley (editor Claire Zion) 
Agent: Author c/o Berkley 
UK: Tinder/Headline 
 
 

Dawson, Kate Winkler      Feb. 2020 
AMERICAN SHERLOCK: Murder, Forensics, and the Birth of American CSI 
 
Edward Oscar Heinrich was one of the world’s greatest—and first—forensic scientists, a man 
known as the American Sherlock. He was the first expert witness and the force behind many 
new forensic tools that police still use today, including blood spatter analysis, ballistics, and the 
use of UV rays to detect blood. American Sherlock captures the life of the man who pioneered 
the science we now rely upon. Based on years of research and thousands of primary source 
materials, this book is a stunning dissection of Heinrich’s career and his longstanding impact on 

the foundations of the criminal and legal system. But more than that, it is a lens to examine our troubled history 
with crime investigation, a deep dive into the often-painful birth of forensics, and a look at the promise—and 
limits—of science and its experts. Kate Winkler Dawson is the author of Death in the Air. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Michelle Howry) 
Agent: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret 
Chinese (sc): Beijing Fonghong; Russian: AST 

https://twitter.com/mollycarmel
https://beaconprogram.com/
https://www.jeaninecummins.com/
https://www.katewinklerdawson.com/
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Gordon, Alan, LCSW      Aug. 2020 
THE WAY OUT: A Revolutionary, Scientifically Proven Approach to Healing Chronic Pain 
 
Pain doesn’t start in the body; it starts in the brain. If the body experiences an injury, the brain 
generates the feeling of pain. But our brains aren’t perfect, and sometimes they fire pain 
signals even after an injury has healed, resulting in a maddening loop of pain we experience 
over and over. Combining this revelation with his own experience dealing with chronic pain and 
treating patients as a therapist, Alan Gordon developed Pain Reprocessing Therapy. PRT is a 
system of psychological techniques to rewire the brain’s neural circuits to turn off “stuck” pain 

signals and end chronic pain. It eliminated Gordon’s symptoms and has since become the bedrock of his work at 
Los Angeles’ Pain Psychology Center, which treats 1500 patients every year. PRT is also the focus of a ground-
breaking clinical trial at the University of Colorado at Boulder, where 98% of patients reduced their pain levels and 
66% were completely cured. Highly readable and encouraging, The Way Out brings PRT to readers everywhere 
with a concrete, step-by-step plan to eliminate chronic pain and an accessible approach to the science behind it. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: 3 Arts Entertainment 
UK: Vermilion 
 
 

Kerr, Christopher, MD, PhD     Feb. 2020 
DEATH IS BUT A DREAM: Finding Hope and Meaning at Life’s End 
 
In this extraordinary and beautiful book, hospice doctor Christopher Kerr shares his patients’ 
stories and his own research pointing to death as not purely the end of life, but as a final 
passage of humanity and transcendence. Drawing on interviews with over 1200 patients and 
more than a decade of quantified data, Kerr reveals why pre-death dreams and visions are 
remarkable events that bring comfort and exemplify human resilience. Described as “more real 
than real,” these dreams frequently include loved ones long gone and mark the transition from 

distress to acceptance. These end-of-life experiences help patients restore meaning, make sense of the dying 
process, and assist in reclaiming it as an experience in which they have a say. They also benefit the bereaved, who 
get relief from seeing their loved ones pass with a sense of calm closure. Beautifully written with astonishing 
stories, Death is But a Dream celebrates the power to reclaim how we die, while soothing the bereaved who 
witness their loved ones go with unqualified grace. Christopher Kerr, MD, PhD, is the Chief Executive Officer and 
Chief Medical Officer for Hospice and Palliative Care in Buffalo, New York. 
 
Translation: Avery (editor Caroline Sutton) 
Agent: Solow Literary Enterprises 
UK: Quercus; Arabic: Arab Scientific; Chinese (sc): CITIC; German: Ansata; Korean: RH Korea; Romanian: For You; 
Spanish: Alfaomega 
 
 
  

https://www.painpsychologycenter.com/
https://www.hospicebuffalo.com/about/meet-our-team/
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McGonigal, Kelly, PhD      Dec. 2019 
THE JOY OF MOVEMENT: How Exercise Helps Us Find Happiness, Hope, Connection, and 
Courage 
 
Through her trademark blend of science and storytelling, Kelly McGonigal draws on insights 
from neuroscience, psychology, anthropology, and evolutionary biology, as well as memoir, 
ethnography, and philosophy, to show how movement is intertwined with some of the most 
basic human joys, and why it is a powerful antidote to the modern epidemics of depression, 
anxiety, and loneliness. The result is a revolutionary narrative that goes beyond familiar 

arguments in favor of exercise, to illustrate why movement is integral to both our happiness and our humanity. 
McGonigal is a research psychologist, lecturer at Stanford University, and the bestselling author of The Willpower 
Instinct and The Upside of Stress. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Nina Shield) 
Agent: Ted Weinstein Literary 
Chinese (sc): Beijing Xiron; Hebrew: Armchair; Italian: Giunti; Japanese: Daiwa; Korean: Rokmedia; Polish: Helion; 
Russian: MIF 
 
 

Taheripour, Mori      March 2020 
BRING YOURSELF: How to Harness the Power of Connection to Negotiate Fearlessly 
 
Mori Taheripour has taught negotiation to for 15 years as an award-winning professor at the 
Wharton School of Business and an instructor with Goldman Sachs’ 10,000 Small Businesses 
Program. Contrary to conventional wisdom about what makes a good negotiator—namely, to 
be aggressive, intimidating, and unemotional—Taheripour has a radically different perspective. 
The best negotiators are empathetic, curious, and present, and the essence of bargaining isn’t 
the transaction, but the conversation and the human connection. It’s when we bring our 

authentic selves to the table that we can both advocate for ourselves fearlessly and find creative solutions so 
everyone wins. With eye-opening and empowering stories throughout, Bring Yourself will give readers the 
confidence to feel comfortable at the table, both in work and in life. Taheripour is a faculty member in the Legal 
Studies and Business Ethics Department at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Ross Yoon Agency 
Chinese (sc): CITIC; Dutch: Meulenhoff Boekerij; Korean: Influential; Portuguese (B): Companhia das Letras; Spanish 
(LA): Oceano 
 
 
  

http://kellymcgonigal.com/
https://www.moritaheripour.com/
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Treleaven, Kelly         July 2020 
LOVE, TEACH: Real Stories and Honest Advice to Keep Teachers from Crying Under Their Desks 
 
Every teacher will tell you the first years are the hardest, and even the most confident of the pack sometimes ask 
themselves, “Am I cut out for this?” Kelly Treleaven, the teacher and once-anonymous blogger behind Love, Teach, 
wants you to know that you’re not alone, and that yes, she cried under her desk one time, too. With raw feeling, 
humor, and a razor-sharp perspective, Treleaven offers hopeful, hilarious musings and serious advice for new 
teachers. Treleaven is in her ninth year of teaching middle school English in Houston, Texas. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret 
 
 
Woodruff, Lisa         Aug. 2020 
THE PAPER SOLUTION: What to Shred, What to Save, and How to Stop it from Taking Over Your Life 
 
We are drowning in paper. We stack it on the kitchen counter, stash it in drawers, and keep file cabinets full of it. 
(In fact, one file cabinet can hold 18,000 sheets of paper. Yikes!) Despite the clear crisis of paper, there has not 
been a book devoted to managing and organizing this single most abundant item in our homes—until now. Lisa 
Woodruff offers a good-news message about this growing issue. Organizing, especially paper organizing, can be 
learned! Woodruff is an organization expert and the founder of Organize365, which works to help busy people get 
their homes and paper organized with functional systems that work. 
 
UK, Translation: Putnam (editor Michelle Howry) 
Agent: Lynn Johnston Literary 
  

http://loveteachblog.com/
https://organize365.com/
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COOKBOOKS             

 
Bacon, Amanda Chantal        May 2020 
THE MOON JUICE MANUAL: The Complete Adaptogenic Guide to Un-Stressing 
 

       
A plant-fueled survival guide to modern life, The Moon Juice Manual explains how chronic stress impacts the mind 
and body and provides simple and delicious ways to incorporate adaptogens into daily life. The book offers 
prescriptive recommendations and functional recipes for optimizing Beauty, Brain, Spirit, Sex, Sleep, or Mood. 
Readers will understand how to make grain-free and practical recipes with adaptogens, along with easy decadent 
treats like Horny Goat Weed Brownies and Schisandra Sleeping Beauty Balls. Amanda Chantal Bacon is the founder 
of Moon Juice and the author of The Moon Juice Cookbook. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Kuhn Projects 
 
 
Cohen, Leah         June 2020 
LEMONGRASS AND LIME: Southeast Asian Cooking at Home 
 

         
The flavors of Southeast Asia are the stars in this collection of recipes from Leah Cohen, the Top Chef alum, chef, 
and restaurateur. Cohen shows how to use pantry staples like fish sauce, coconut milk, and shrimp paste to 
delicious effect and gives home cooks the confidence to embrace what she calls the “controlled chaos” of Asian 
cooking in their own kitchens. Cohen is the owner of Pig & Khao in New York City and Piggyback Bar in Jersey City. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: Miller Bowers Griffin 
 
 
  

https://moonjuice.com/
https://www.pigandkhao.com/chef-leah-cohen
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Ellis, Seizan Dreux, and Café Gratitude      April 2020 
LOVE IS SERVED: Inspired Plant-Based Recipes from Southern California 
 

       
Before it was a fixture on the L.A. dining scene and a magnet for celebrity diners, Café Gratitude was founded with 
the simple ethos that joy derives from loving and being grateful for food, health, and good company. The dishes 
are named to double as affirmations of self. “I Am Fearless,” “I Am Humble,” and “I Am Open-Hearted” nod to the 
restaurant’s core belief that food is just as much about spirit as it is about appetite. Now, with Love is Served, 
Seizan Dreux Ellis, executive chef at Café Gratitude, brings Gratitude-quality meals to your table and the soul and 
mission of the restaurant to your home. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: DeFiore & Company 
 
 
Pollock, Talia         April 2020 
PARTY IN YOUR PLANTS: 100+ Plant-Based Recipes and Problem-Solving Strategies to Help You Eat Healthier 
(Without Hating Your Life) 
 

         
Talia Pollock is here to share some good news: Nothing is wrong with you. Healthy eating doesn’t require suffering. 
Or a meal plan. Or ashwagandha (unless you’re into that). Pollock just wants you to eat well most of the time, so 
you can feel and look your best most of the time. Because isn’t that the point? Aren’t we promised that, at the end 
of the rainbow, there will be greater health, smaller pants, clearer skin, and boundless energy? With her accessible 
and amusing approach, Pollock will show you how—and it all comes down to eating more plants. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Nina Shield) 
Agent: Levine, Greenberg, Rostan Literary Agency 
 
  

https://www.cafegratitude.com/
http://partyinmyplants.com/
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Spungen, Susan         March 2020 
OPEN KITCHEN: Inspired Food for Casual Gatherings 
 

       
Perfect for occasions that call for simple but elevated comfort food, whether it’s a relaxed gathering or a 
weeknight dinner, Open Kitchen shows readers how to maximize results with minimal effort for deeply satisfying, a 
little bit surprising, delicious meals. Susan Spungen is a cook, food stylist, recipe developer, and author. She was 
the founding food editor at Martha Stewart Living. 
 
UK, Translation: Avery (editor Lucia Watson) 
Agent: David Black Agency 
 
 
 
 
  

http://susanspungen.com/
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